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[N.B: The figures in the right margin indicate full marks] 
 

Section A- Grammar (30 marks) 
 

1. Fill in the gaps of the following text with appropriate articles. Put a cross(×)where an article is not 
needed.  0.5x8=4 
Kamal was coming from his (a) ----- school. On (b) ----- way, he saw a man. He was (c) ----- one-eyed 
man. (d) ----- man was begging in (e)---- street. He had (f) ----- empty bowl in his hand. (g) ----- bowl 
was discolored. Kamal gave him a one-taka note. (h) ----- beggar became pleased. 

 

2.  Use appropriate prepositions to fill in the gaps.                   0.5x8=4 
The man was proud (a)-----his talent. But none should take pride (b)-----his talent . Pride results (c)-----
ruin . Those who have prided themselves (d)-----their talent have been subjected (e)------ humiliation .A 
proud man has to repent (f)------his pride or he has (g)------atone (h)-----his pride. 

 

3. Complete the text using the words in the box as needed.        0.5x10=5 

ship goes should like aim 

his aimless destination therefore life 

Everyone (a)-------- have an aim. There (b) ------a proverb that a man without an aim is (c)----a ship 
without a rudder. A rudderless (d)-----depends on the mercy of the wind and  waves . (e)------,if the 
wind is not favourable, it cannot reach its (f)--------.Similarly an (g) --------- man is unable to reach (h) -
--------- destination. So, everybody must have an (i) --------- to be successful in (j) ---------------. 

 

4. Make four sentences from the substitution table.                    1x4=4 

Truthfulness cultivate hidden for a long time. 

A lie never comes the habit of speaking the truth. 

Today or tomorrow it is the greatest of all virtues. 

We should lies to light. 
 

5.  Change the following sentences as directed.                     1x5=5 
 a) A mobile set is light to carry. (Interrogative) 
 b) It is not expensive (Affirmative) 
 c) Only wicked persons use it for evil purpose. ( Passive) 
 d) It is very easy to operate. ( Negative) 
 e) No other thing is as useful as a mobile set. ( Comparative) 
 

6.  Fill in the gaps with the right form of verbs in the brackets.     0.5x8=4 
Walking (a) ------------(be)  a good exercise. We (b)---------- (rise) early in the morning for (c)---------- 
(have) a morning walk. While (d) --------(walk) in the morning ,we can enjoy fresh air, but in towns and 
cities, air is being (e)----------- (pollute) in many ways. As a result, people (f) ---------(suffer) from 
various problems now. With a view to (g) ------------ (overcome) this problem, people and government 
should (h) ------------ (come) forward. 

 

7. Use appropriate punctuation marks and capital letters where necessary.    4 
ms rehena the english teacher is talking to the class about food food is very important for body she says 
we cant live without it so we must always eat good food 

Section B : Composition (20 Marks) 
 

8.  Suppose, you are Khadiza Tabassum, a student of Barisal Govt.Girls’ High School. Write an application 
to your Headmaster for setting up a canteen in your school.     8 

 

9. Write a composition on “The Season You Like Most” in 250 words.                                          12                                                                                                  
 
 

 


